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ABSTRACT

The role of the nuclear equation of state in determining the fate of the col-

lapsing cores of massive stars is examined in light of both recent theoretical

advances in this subject and recent experimental measurements with relativistic

heavy ions. The difficulties existing in attempts to bring the softer nuclear

matter apparently required by the theory of Type II supernovae into consonance

with the heavy ion data are discussed. Relativistic mean field theory is

introduced as a candidate for derivation of the equation of state, and a simple

form for the saturation compressibility is obtained.
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DISCLAIMER

I PREFACE ~jrf.no.. <» f ™ , g „, tta «„»«, Smm G o«, n r a o , „,

united States Government or any agency thereof.

I have known Gerry for a considerable length of time, extending almost

back to his sojourn in Birmingham and certainly before his move to Copenhagen.

I have been the beneficiary at various stages in my professional life of his

kindness and very good advice to young people and of his more critical approach

to older physicists. An unbelievable spectrum of ideas and work has unfolded

from his efforts, beginning with atomic physics and later encompassing nuclear,

particle and condensed matter physics. Not least of all we owe to Gerry the

demystification of both unapproachable problems in physics and of unapproach-

able physicists.

I would like to tell a story1 about an eminent and somewhat cantankerous

physicist from the past. The relevance of this story in the present context

is perhaps not immediately obvious, but it often affords me great comfort.

Shortly after Newton released to the world his thoughts on the closed orbits of

planets, his friend Flamsteed, an astronomer, questioned him about comets and

in particular about the Great Comet of 1680. Newton put forth the views (held

first by Kepler on another occasion), that these two sightings corresponded to

two separate comets: one passing in a straight line towards the sun in

November 1680 and the other in December 1680 passing again in a straight line

but in the opposite direction, away from the sun. With some stubbofness,

Flamsteed (documented in letters) expressed his doubts on this later day form

of dualism. Newton went into seclusion on this subject for a considerable

time, and finally emerged with calculations from his theories which admitted

the possibility of curved orbits for comets also.
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On September 1685, four and a half years after the first exchange, Newton

ventured this judgement: "it seems probable that those of November and Decem-

ber were the same comet." Later Halley, another friend of Newton, postulated

an elliptic orbit for this great comet would imply periodicity, and he worked

out the details with Newton. My dealings with Gerry on many problems have this

flavour, but who played the role of Newton and who of Flamsteed, I will not

say.

II SUPERNOVAE AND THE NUCLEAR EQUATION OF STATE

One subject which has fascinated Gerry Brown for many years is the physics

of bulk nuclear matter. He has examined the equation of state for such

material in many contexts, most recently in response to developments in astro—

physics . Hans Bethe, in the previous contribution to this meeting , has

already sketched out the theory of type II Supernovae (SNII) and pointed out

the importance to this theory of both the high density and low density baryonic

equations of state (eos). 1 wish to retrace, however, some of the relevant

features of the hydrodynamics of stellar collapse. First, early theoretical

work on this subject"* could not generate a shock sufficiently energetic to

produce a prompt explosion. Secondly, successful hydrodynamic shocks have been

achieved in the calculations of Baron, Cooperstein and Kahana but only as a

combined result of general relativity and a reasonably soft equation of state

for matter at densities in excess of the saturation density. Since the collap-

sing cores of the progenitors of SNII have an adiabatic index close to r = 4/3,

and hence a total internal plus gravitational energy near zero, the energy

available for a shock created at bounce must come from gravitational energy.

Softer nuclear matter permits bounce to take place at higher density and at

somewhat smaller collapsed core size, and hence use of a softer eos increases
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the initial shock energy5. No Newtonian hydrodynamic calculation2 (see Table

1) leads to a shock sufficiently strong to unbind the undisturbed mantle and

envelope of the original star. General relativity in principle hurts the shock

by decreasing the homologous core size, but the implied stronger gravitation

increases the initial shock energy by effectively softening the equation of

state even more. Paradoxically, the stronger gravitation also shortens the

time scale of inner core collapse and bounce, and consequently the shock

reaches the outer (Newtonian) regions of the core when the latter are falling

more slowly and are less dense than in purely Newtonian dynamics. This clearly

further helps the outward progress of the shock.

1. Phenomenological Equation of State

The BCK equation of state was designed to incorporate only those

properties of compressed matter important to collapse and strongly sensed in

the hydrodynamics. The cold nuclear pressure, as a function of density n, has

the form

PN (n) = [K0U)/9Y]nQ(A)[(n/n0(A)
Y -l] , where A = (N-Z)/A . (1)

Here nQ(A) and KQ(A) are the density and compressibility modulus at saturation

determined from

P(nQ(A)) - 0 (2)

and

|i 4 0 (3)

The high density behaviour in (1) is controlled by the parameter y> which

becomes the adiabatic index in the limit n 2> nQ. A third parameter in the BCK

equation of state, in addition to KQ and y, is the effective mass at the fermi
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surface ra*(p ) which enters into the thermal energy per nucleon,
F

£(n,T) = E(n,T)/A = M + (-16 + 29.3A2)MeV + £ n + j-

In equation (4) £n is the compressional energy

^n J
 n^ N

and we are using an asymmetry parameter which in the supernova environment

takes on a value near A °» 1/3.

The results of the BCK hydrodynamic calculations are shown in Table I

where one measure of the shock energy is given as a function of either

^symm = K Q ( 0 ) or Kg (1/3) and parametrically as a function of the limiting

adiabatic index y« An effective mass m* = 0.7m, consistent with most nuclear

matter calculations, is used. The maximum central densities, given in Table I

as a ratio to no(l/3) « 2.4 x 10
ilf gms/cm3, are clearly very high, showing the

importance of relativistic gravitation. One should concentrate on model 43 in

Table I for the Weaver-Woosley ' 15 solar mass model, since BCK examined

only the 12MQ and 15MQ models of these latter authors with the 15M0 model being

somewhat more difficult to explode theoretically. We could well allow the

shock energy Es a 1.7 x 10
51ergs (1.7 foes) for model 43 to decrease by close

to a factor of two, increasing the symmetric modulus to near KQ(0) =» 210 MeV,

and still obtain a viable shock.

2. Asymmetric Matter

As I have indicated, it is the compressiblity of asymmetric matter with

Aal/3, i.e., matter consisting of twice as many neutrons as protons, that

enters into the supernova studies. The 5~capture which reduces the charge to
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mass ratio is halted by neutrino trapping in the collapsing core when densities

rise above several times 10 gm/cm . The saturation density and compressibi-

lity dependence on asymmetry is given approximately by^

K0(A) = K0(O) (1 - aA
2) (6)

no(A) = nQ(0) (1 - bA
2) (7)

for A in the range 0 to 1/3. The behaviour in (6) and (7) is a straightforward

consequence of a smooth nonotonic extrapolation to A=l, i.e. to neutron

matter. Equation (3) tells us that the KQ(A) as a fraction of A must eventu-

ally decrease from positive values at symmetric matter, where certainly

32£(n0)
5 — > 0, to zero at some point where the the minimum in the energy curve

an*1

disappears. Neutron matter is neither bound nor stable and exhibits no satura-

tion minimum in c(n,A=l). Thus a considerable softening in the nuclear matter

is occasioned by the extrapolation from symmetric to asymmetric supernova

material.

In summary, it then appears that the prompt shock mechanism will work if:

a. The incompressibility at saturation is not too high, probably

below 220 MeV or so.

b. The asymmetry effects are included, as they must in any proper

theoretical treatment of the EOS.

c. The equation of state is reasonably soft between densities n = n.

and 4nQ

Should shocks stall, as they will if the "iron"-core achieved in the pre-

supernova evolution is too massive (the upper limit in mass is just around or

just above 1.4MQ), then other mechanisms may apply. Wilson and collabora-

tors have found a neutrino heating occurs in the late time evolution of their
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collapse calculation, and that this heating is capable of removing the outer

regions of the s-tar. This mechanism yields a weak ejection, corresponding to

a puff rather than an explosion. Furthermore, its success depends sensitively

on high temperatures being achieved where the neutrinos are generated in the

collapsed core. As another alternative, Arnett has suggested late-time

conditions, gradients in entropy near the stalled shock, may be favourable

to convective overturning of hot material, which in turn might revive the

shock. Bethe, Brown and Cooperstein10 find with stalled models of BCK that

convection does not revive the shock. In any case, if the prompt mechanism

works, no resuscitation is necessary.

Ill LABORATORY EVIDENCE

1. The Breathing Mode in Heavy Nuclei

In these recent astrophysical developments, the changes in the properties

of nuclear matter required have been viewed as somewhat controversial. That

this is not completely so is evident from an examination of the 0 + mode seen

in heavy nuclei and associated with the radial density oscillations of the

nucleus. If we could compare the energy of this giant monopole resonance

directly with sound propagation in uniform nuclear matter, it would be a simple

task to extract a saturation compressibility. Unfortunately in even so large a

nucleus as lead, the surface plays an important role. An indirect route must

then be taken. A force between nucleons, fitted in free space to say two

nucleon interactions, is used at one and the same time to calculate the

properties of infinite matter and the excitation energy "Raj for the resonance.

The latter calculation is based on a RPA scheme which uses as input the

residual interaction in finite nuclei as well as the single particle and hole

energies, determined self-consistently.
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The most complete calculation to date is that of Blaizot11. Figure 1,

borrowed from Blaizot , shows the results for monople energies in Zr and

28Pb using a variety of residual interactions. The forces B1,D1 with finite

ranges give results generally in agreement with the Pb and Zr energies of

13.5 MeV and 17 MeV respectively. The Skyrme forces, Ska, SIII, and SIV, which

are effectively short ranged, yield higher values for KQ(0) = K,,, and are in

poorer agreement with experiment. Blaizot13- extracts a value KQ(0) = 210 ± 30

MeV, which is by no means at odds with the requirements of supernova theory.

2. Relativistic Heavy Ion Collisions

The analyses of relativistic heavy ion experiments performed at Lawrence

Berkeley Laboratory1 are also viewed as a commentary on the nuclear

eos. Two differing phenomena, (1) pion production in heavy ion. collisions and

(2) the transverse momentum distributions of collision fragments, are used to

deduce information on the state of matter. The extraction of an infinite

matter compressibility from such analyses is complicated in this instance by

the non-equilibrium nature of the actual collision and perhaps also by the

fairly high temperatures achieved.

a. Pi-Meson Production

In the case of pion production 1 2 l l 3 t the reasoning is simple: energy

generated in the nuclear medium by collision is divided into compressional and

thermal components, with only the latter available for pions. One imagines a

separation of nuclear matter into two regions, one collision-free or unshocked,

and one shocked, in which all pions are generated. Presupposing chemical

equilibrium for the two baryon species N and A, one obtains for the pion

multiplicity
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n_ tiA n_ + ni

<m1T> = ^ = — (8)
11 ru, + n n

i* A

The form of the compressional energy used in the LBL analyses12'i3'i6 is the

so—called parabolic dependence

K0(u-l)
2

with Pn = -jL-iu
2 (u - 1) (10a)

and r(n) = 3 + —• (10b)

Eqs. (9,10) can be compared to BCK, eqs. (1) through (5). From (10b) it

appears the parabolic form for equal Kg, generally is stiffer than BCK with

Y less than 3.

Ainsworth, Baron, Brown, Cooperstein and Prakash have attempted to

pursue a fundamental derivation of the high density eos by introducing

necessary relativistic effects. Figure 2 from these authors presents

comparative results for <mir> from BCK and from the parabolic form. Clearly

with KQ = 400 MeV, an even stiffer EOS than afforded by y = 4 in BCK, for which

the parabolic and BCK forms are roughly equivalent, is required by the data.

The stiffer the eos employed, the less energy available for pions. A cold

compressibility of Kg = 600-800 MeV seems necessary to fit the pion data1"*.

b. Transverse Momentum Distribution

A second approach to the eos using relativistic heavy ion experiments,

also performed at LBL , is the analysis of the momentum distribution for all

fragments produced in a collision. A sphericity tensor may be defined by

summing over fragments o with momentum p-̂ (u) in directions x^

< •
= I P,(v) P.(v) w(v) (11)
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The weights a>(v) are taken variously as [m(y))~l or (P(Y))" 1, with similar

results obtaining. The tensor F^j is diagonalized, and its transverse

eigenvalues, when compared to the longitudinal eigenvalue, define an aspect

ratio and a flow angle15'17. In a hydrodynamic situation, this angle is

expected to vanish for peripheral collisions and to be finite for central

collisions. A stiffer equation of state is related to a larger sideways flow.

Figure 3 from the analysis of Ainsworth et al1 summarizes the present

situation in both ir production and transverse flow experiments. StOcker and

Molitoris17 also require a stiffer equation of state than BCK when analyzing

the LBL data15, but not so extreme a discrepancy results in this instance.

Most recently the close to 400 MeV value extracted in sideways flow has been

reduced18 for KQ(0) to below 300 MeV, apparently by elimination of a bias in

the raw data.

Many problems arise in the extraction of KQ from <mu>: finite nuclear

size, one—dimensional geometry, pion absorption in unshocked material. Most

of these effects suggest <m > has been overestimated theoretically, and hence

the K0(0) extracted is also overestimated. In any case one must take very

seriously the problem associated with bringing such a high value for Kg(O)

in line with either the theoretical studies of nuclear matter or with the

properties of the breathing mode in heavy nuclei. Similar difficulties attach

to the considerations of transverse flow: the use of hydrodynamics for a

finite system, thermal and chemical equilibration, etc. Ironically, it is only

in the distant stellar laboratory that truly uniform nuclear matter obtains in

conditions of chemical and thermal equilibrium.

IV THEORETICAL DERIVATION OF THE EQUATION OF STATE

There is a long history of Brueckner19'2 '21 type calculations of nuclear

matter, but I do not wish to go into these here. Suffice to say, unadulterated
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calculations2" are generally able to produce near the correct binding per

particle but have difficulty in getting the saturation density to be less than

twice the experimental value. Adjusted calculations with artificial three body

terras are able to reproduce the experimental energy per nucleon and

saturation levels but are suspect as fundamental derivations.

In any case, non-relativistic Brueckner theory is unlikely to be valid

at 3 to 4 times normal density, or at the temperature equivalent of kinetic

energies of .3 to 1.6 GeV per nucleon heavy ion collisions. To achieve a

relativistic Brueckner theory is no mean feat; succinctly stated, one must con-

vert a Bethe-Salpeter equation into a Bethe-Goldstone equation. Some attempts

are being made in this direction22, and we all eagerly await the results.

Again, I desist from a description of these latter attempts. Instead

I will illustrate the problems and possible directions involved by using as

a candidate theory, the relativistic mean field techniques of Walecka and

collaborators23. I will sketch the elements of this theory and produce an

apparently new and revealing, simple expression for the compressibility at

saturation.

1. General Considerations of Saturation

Let me first present some generalities extracted from an expansion of the

energy per nucleon about the symmetry point A = 0:

£(n,A) = E/A = $,(n> + A2asym(n) (12)

The saturation constraints

' £(no(A),A) = M - B(A) , B(A) the binding energy, (13)

and

P(nQ(A)) = 0 (14)

in fact yield equations (8) and (9) for KQ(A) and no(A) with the coefficients a
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and b given by

b « [9nQ(0)/K0(0)] J|£(no(O)) (15)

and

*^o" + 3n0
3 3n0

2 ^ "̂ "o" 3n0
2 ' 3n0

2*

If we recall that for a free fermi gas the symmetry energy is positive and its

coefficient ag = ag m is proportional to k
2, or p2/3 we see that 3as/3n0 is

positive and 32as/3n0
2 negative. Since the stability of nuclear matter

at saturation suggests 33<fg/3n0 is positive, and saturation itself demands

3 C()/3n0 also be positive, one is reasonably assured a is positive. I owe

much in this discussion to conversations with Jean-Paul Blaizot.

As Blaizot and Zamick before him have pointed out, the use of a

simplified form for the energy functional (energy per unit of volume)

e(n) = „ £ - ..(£-)5/3 + b, (£_ ) 2 + c,(£_j d+2

and of the saturation values at symmetry, B(0) = +16 MeV and k = 1.25 fermi"
r

yield

K0(0) = K0(B,nQ(0)) = 167 + 212 d MeV . (18)

A reasonable selection of two body forces with the "range" parameter d

varying between 1 and 1/6 produces KQ(0) between 379 MeV and 202 MeV. For a

short range force with sufficiently strong exchange dependence, one can even

take d = -1/3, b' > 0, c' < 0 and get KQ(0) = 96 MeV. Indeed, Brown and

Osnes25 have suggested a sum rule for Landau parameters is satisfied only if

the incompressibility hovers near 100 MeV. I emphasize that there is no need

for such a low value of the compressibility in SNII studies, but that values at

the low end of the range allowed by the breathing mode are sufficient.
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2. Relativistic Mean Field Theory

A very easily interpreted theory is provided by Walecka and collabora-

tors23. The relativistic invariance of the theory is assured by the use of the

Lagrangian

u + M + Su)VJJ + V'WvP i~ Ss*
(19)

+ 1 2 (VW)2 + 1 2 ( yua } 2 _ 1 2 2
2 u ^ inJ 2 p ^ p ^ 2 s

describing nucleons mass of M interacting with scalar, vector-isoscalar (a>) and

vector-isovector (p) mesons. The simplicity arises from permitting the meson

fields to have only classical or mean values. Other mesons, such as the iso-

vector pseudoscalar TT, need not then be included in the Lagrangian since they

possess vanishing average values in nuclear matter. Imposing the time-

independence and, for uniform matter, also the space-independence of the meson

fields reduces the meson field equations to

u Vu> =

Vp = Sp<++ "5"

with averages taken in nuclear matter and where ns, n = n are the scalar and

vector baryon densities. The OJ- and p-mesons possess only suitably defined

time-like components.

The nucleon motion is the only truly quantum problem described by the

Dirac field equation
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with an effective mass

f If I (nka(T) + nka(T)) (22)
ms lea E (k.) — —

to be determined self-consistently. In (22) the nucleon and antinucleon

densities nk(J and nk(J can be evaluated at finite temperature, while

E*(k) = [k2 + (M*(kF))
2] . (23)

Defining the energy-momentum tensor as

» W £ < v2p " I mi*2)Suv. (24)

one can directly arrive at the model energy density and pressure, and hence

deduce the equation of state. These are:

2ins
E*(k)(nk(T) + nk(T))

(25)

2 2 2 2
1 / r p \. T> ° t i ) 2 5 p 2 2 ^ S 2 i V f j 3i *̂  ( / f n \

"3 U 2 ^ 8m2 n " 1^S (2-rr)3 J E*(k) lllk

(26)

where v = 4 (2) is the degeneracy per plane wave state for symmetric matter

(neutron matter).

One can transform (25) and (26) slightly by noting

(27)

A salient feature of this theory is the strong density dependence in

M*(k ) near saturation. To a reasonable approximation -rr— (kp) = -3.92 at
r 9 tCp

n = n0. Figure 4 extracted from Walecka and Serot exhibits this behaviour.
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Saturation properties at symmetry are arrived at by constraining23 the

binding energy and fermi momentum to be B(A=0) = -15.75 MeV, kp = 1.42 fm"1

(somewhat high). This is done by fixing two of the three free parameters, i.e.

C ^ f s 4 ^ (28)
2

Off-symmetry properties involve the p-nucleon coupling —^s- » — ^ — which when
m p

2 M2

combined with the symmetry dependence in the free gas term in (25) yields a

symmetry energy23 a Symm(
nO^^) ~ ^ MeV,. compared to the experimental values

of 29-31 MeV.

This mean field theory achieves a correct binding energy and saturation

density by virtue of the strong density dependencies inherent in the scalar

contribution to the energy (last two terms in (25)). The predicted23 incom-

pressibility at saturation is consequently quite large, K Q ( 0 ) » 540 MeV, which

implies in Blaizot terms a large range parameter d » 5/3. Mean field asymmet-

ric matter is considerably softer in the region of saturation, and the asymmet-

ry parameters a and b achieve values similar to those in BCK. For example

9nQ 9as 548 . ....
b = " a l < 2 9 )

3. Beyond the Mean Field: Temperature dependence

Corrections to the mean field theory are not so easy to come by, nor even

well defined. Nevertheless, Ainsworth et al have produced an eos close to

that of BCK by following the work of Jackson, Rho, and Krotscheck25. Ainsworth

et al hope to explain the discrepancy between heavy-ions and supernovae in

terms of the temperature difference in these two applications. The supernova

is restricted to temperatures S 25 MeV, while the heavy ion collisions are

analysed at effective temperatures in excess of 70 MeV. Brown27 has pointed

out that the densities entering into the pressure in equation (26),
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V" Z Z* (nka + 5kcr) (30)
ka E ~ "~

nB = n " 7 I (ilka " Hka) » <31>
ka - -

behave quite differently with center of mass energy in the collisions or

M* /l-v2
effectively with temperature. One notes in this regard ••.. . = \J—— and

expects this velocity dependence to be translated in the matter situation into

T and/or n dependence. Further, Gerry expects quite reasonably that the

scalar, or o—meson mass, nig, is itself temperature and density dependent,

vanishing as explicit chiral symmetry is restored.

4. Simple Expression for K0(0)

As a final point in this schematic relativistic theory, I present a simple

result for the incompressibility, which I have not seen before but which may be

buried in the extensive literature on mean field theories. This result, which

incorporates the important but very limiting constraints P(no(A)) = 0 and

£(n0) = M-B, is

K0(n0(0)) , gu2 . kp 9E*
- ^ J- = 2[M-B - -^-2" n0(0) - E*(kp)] + -j ~ - (kp) (32)

3n L
E*(kF) - (M-B)

- 2U
n
2 v

where Uv is the vector potential. Numerically one obtains

K0(0)
- ^ — = 2[(938 - 15.75) - 165.2 - 587.1] + 44.5 - 323 MeV

= 350 + 44.5 - 323 MeV

= 61.5 MeV ,
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i.e., K0(0) = 554 MeV close to the Walecka-Serot
23 result. The large cancel-

lations apparent in (33) and the large density dependence in — — (last term

in (33)) can easily be altered by a slight relaxation in the saturation con-

straints to give a smaller MFT incompressibility, i.e., closer to the 210 MeV

value of the breathing mode. For example, introducing one-loop ferraion (and

one boson-loop) terms into the effective nucleon potential increases the

effective mass to M* » .85 M from .55 M and correspondingly decreases KQ(0) to

t 0 ft "\

below 200 MeV [see Prakash J. The distortion, introduced into the physics by

satisfying the saturation constraints precisely, cannot be overemphasized.

Different physics should not necessarily be ascribed to two theories which

differ at all appreciably in their saturation energies and densities.

The mean field theory has real possibilities. Despite many obvious prob-

lems the high densities limit is trivially obtained with vector meson terms *n2

9P
dominating in the pressure and energy density. One finds P => e, -r— = 1, and no

superluminality. However, this high density limit is undoubtedly wrong,since

the mean field theory is not asymptotically free. The short distance behaviour

in the theory cannot be correct, and the vacuum is inadequately treated as a

nucleon-antinucleon vacuum. Very clearly, the transition to a quark-gluon

plasma approaches as densities rise and will play an increasingly important

role. On the hadron side, the presence of other baryons and mesons can be

expected to directly affect the equation of stata, in fact, softening it

somewhat.
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Table I: Shock Energy As a Function of Equation of State in BCK

Model

32

33

38

40

41

29

42

43

44

45

Mass

(M.)

12

12

12

12

12

15

15

15

15

15

sym
K0
(MeV)

220

220

180

180

180

220

180

180

140

90

K0(0.33)

(MeV)

220

170

140

140

140

220

140

140

120

90

Y

2

2

2

2

3

2

3

2.5

3

3

GR

no

no

no

yes

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

max
Pc

P0(0.33)

1.7

2.0

2.3

12.0

3.1

1.7

3.1

4.1

3.3

4.0

Eexp

(foes)1

-

-

0.1

3.2

0.8

-

-

1.7

-

0.8

Elost

(foes)

2.6

2.1

3.2

2.2

3.3

2.1

2.5

3.4

3.2

3.2

The column labeled GR refers to whether general relativity or Newtonian gravity

was assumed. KQ(0.33) refers to the value of the nuclear incompressibility at

saturation density when there are twice as many neutrons as protons

(Z/A = 0.33). For model 33 the form of the incompressibility was taken uo be

that of eq. (6) with Kg y m = 220 MeV, while for models 38 and 40-43 K^ym was

chosen to be 180 MeV. Model 44 had K0(x) = 140(l-1.3(l-2x)
2) and the other

models (29, 32, 45) had KQ = constant at the value given in the table, y

refers to the high-density adiabatic index discussed in the text. pc is the

maximum central density achieved just prior to bounce. E e x p is an estimate of

the explosion energy neglecting the binding energy of the mantle and envelope.

No entry in this column means the shock failed to reach the edge of the iron

core. Ej.ost *-
s t n e total neutrino loss when the calculation was stopped

(roughly 50 milliseconds after bounce). Model 43 gives the limiting behaviour

for this calculation since the 15M9 model is more difficult to explode and

Y = 2.5 and KQ(l/2) = 180 MeV are consistent with measured neutron star

masses. One could drop the shock energy somewhat and correspondingly raise

KQ(l/2) probably to above 200 MeV.

unit one foe = 1051 ergs was invented by G. E. Brown.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. The RPA predictions of Blaizot for the breathing mode energies in

Pb and Zr compared to experimental values (dashed lines). The vertical

lines indicate the calculations for different forces used in the RPA. Bl and

Dl, which give results closest to experiment, are both finite range forces,

while Skyrrae forces Ska, SIV, and SIII all give larger compressibilities and

disagree with experiment. The infinity in K^ (and P0(
co) above) refers to the

infinite matter limit.

Figure 2. Heavy-ion pion production. Comparisons of BCK for y=2,3,4 and of

the "parabolic" eos with the data for the number of pions/baryons, <mir>,

produced in heavy ion collisions, from Ainsworth et al . The data is best

fitted by an even stiffer eos with KQ(l/2) = K ^ - 600-800 Me:V.

Figure 3. Summary of energy versus density curves favoured by data for pion

production (hatched area) and transverse flow (the cross-hatched region). Also

shown is the soft theoretical eos obtained by Ainsworth and collaborators

(1986) at zero temperature. These authors suggest the difference between

theory and experiment ma> be explained by the changes in the eos produced at

the 70-100 MeV temperatures of the experiments.

Figure 4. The relativistic ni.an field energy per nucleon, and effective

mass, M*, as functions of the fermi momentum, from the work of Serot and

Walecka23. The sharp rise in the energy curve for k > k£, i.e., above the

minimum in density, heralds the high incorapressibility in this model.
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